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**Unit 1 - Lesson A**

**ANSWER KEY**

1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hello</th>
<th>Goodbye</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Good morning - Good evening - Hi</td>
<td>Have a nice weekend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hi there - Good afternoon - Hey</td>
<td>Have a good evening - Good night</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Take care - See you - Have a nice day</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.

1 - A  2 - C  3 - B  4 - A

3.

**Will:** Good morning.

**Receptionist:** Good morning. Are you new here?

**Will:** Yes, I’m new here.

**Receptionist:** Are you the journalist?

**Will:** Yes, I’m William Danes, the new journalist.

**Receptionist:** Are you American?

**Will:** No, I’m English.

**Receptionist:** Here’s your ID badge.

**Will:** Thank you.

**Receptionist:** You’re welcome.

4.

1 - C  2 - B  3 - A

5.

![Image of a journalist at a computer with RTV Channel logo](image)
6.

Paul: Excuse me.
Stella: Come in, please.
Paul: Hi. I’m ___ the new manager.
Stella: Take a seat, please. What’s your ___ name ___?
Paul: My name’s Paul.
Stella: And your last name?
Paul: My ___ last ___ name’s Carlson.
Stella: I’m sorry, what’s your last name again?
Paul: It’s Carlson.
Stella: How do ___ you ___ spell it?
Paul: C-A-R-L-S-O-N.
Stella: What’s your ID ___ number ___?
Paul: It’s 30629.
Stella: OK… Welcome to East River Bank, Mr. Carlson. Here’s your ___ badge ___.
Paul: Thank you! __
Stella: You’re welcome!
1.

- a) $5 + 3 = 8$
- b) $16 - 1 = 15$
- c) $99 + 1 = 100$
- d) $75 - 3 = 72$
- e) $15 + 23 = 38$
- f) $29 - 17 = 12$
- g) $3 ÷ 3 = 1$
- h) $2 \times 9 = 18$
- i) $36 ÷ 4 = 9$
- j) $12 \times 6 = 72$
- k) $85 ÷ 1 = 85$
- l) $11 \times 9 = 99$

2.

**Joshua:** Hey, Adele! How **are** you?

**Adele:** Hi. I’m ____ good, thanks. And you?

**Joshua:** I’m ____ good too. Are you busy?

**Adele:** No, I’m not. Let’s talk!

**Joshua:** **Are** you in my Spanish class?

**Adele:** Yes, I’m ____. **Are** you in my English class?

**Joshua:** No, I’m not. I’m ____ a Spanish student only.

**Adele:** Cool!

**Joshua:** See you later.

**Adele:** See you.

3.

1 - A  2 - B  3 - C  4 - B

4.

**Kyle:** Hello, there! How **are** you?

**Karen:** Hi, Kyle. I’m ____ good, and you?

**Kyle:** I’m fine, **thanks**.

**Karen:** So, Kyle... ____ **Are** you married?

**Kyle:** Have a guess!
Karen: Humm... you aren't married.
Kyle: No, I’m not married, I’m single.
Karen: Great... I’m single too.
Kyle: What’s your email?
Karen: It’s karen2010@yahoo.com.br.
Kyle: My email’s kyle_coleridge@msn.com.
Karen: Coleridge... how do you spell that?
Kyle: It’s C-O-L-E-R-I-D-G-E.
Karen: Thanks! And my cell phone number’s 955-361-506.
Kyle: Cool!

5.
I’m on vacation in São Paulo.
I’m from Canada.
My middle name is Catherine.
My last name is Ryan.

6.

7.
b. My nickname’s Chris.
c. I’m from Australia.
d. I’m not a student.

Unit 2 - Lesson A

1.
Across: 5. notebook 7. telephone
Down: 1. desk 2. computer 3. cell phone 4. book 6. chair 7. tablet

2. 1-C 2-B 3-B 4-A
3.

**Satiko:** Good morning, Jane. How are you?
**Jane:** Hey, Satiko. I’m fine. And you?
**Satiko:** Good. Look at that man. Is he the new student?
**Jane:** No!
**Satiko:** Who is he?
**Jane:** He’s the new teacher.
**Satiko:** Is his name Noah?
**Jane:** No.
**Satiko:** What’s his name?
**Jane:** It’s Nickolas Santos.
**Satiko:** Is he Brazilian?
**Jane:** Yes, he’s Brazilian.
**Satiko:** He’s cute! Is he married?
**Jane:** No, he’s single.

4.

1 - A  2 - B  3 - C

5.

- **She is the boss.**
  - Ms. Ivy Pitt is the CEO at East River Bank. She is 38 years old. She is from Rio.

- **She is young and single.**
  - Miss Fatima Santos is a student at Coleridge University. She is 19 years old. She is Brazilian.

- **She is married.**
  - Mrs. Grace Lynn is a receptionist at Fitness 4 Life. She is Australian. She’s 26 years old.
Bill: Hey, Kevin. Look at that **woman**. Is ________ she your coworker?

Kevin: No!

Bill: Who ____ is ____ she?

Kevin: She's the **new** manager. She's very nice!

Bill: ____ Is ____ her name Helen?

Kevin: No. Her name isn’t Helen.

Bill: What’s ____ her name ____?

Kevin: It’s Helena Hunt.

Bill: Is _she___ English?

Kevin: Yes, she’s English.

Bill: She’s young! How old is she?

Kevin: She’s _thirty_.

Bill: Is her office nice?

Kevin: Yes, it is. Her _office_ is very big!

---

**Unit 2 - Lesson B**

1. KEYS
   HANDBAG
   WALLET
   GLASSES
   COMPUTER
   NOTEBOOK
   CELL PHONE
2.

**Matt:** Here it is.

**Philip:** __is__ this your picture?

**Matt:** Yes, it __is__. It's a picture of Evelyn.

**Philip:** She's____ cute! Is she your roommate?

**Matt:** No, she __isn't__. She's my coworker.

**Philip:** Her office __is__ cool! What's her name again? Eva?

**Matt:** No! Her name __isn't__ Eva, her name's Evelyn.

**Philip:** How old is she? 30? 31?

**Matt:** No! She __isn’t__ 31, she's 37!

**Philip:** 37?!? She isn't very young!

**Matt:** Oh, it __isn't__ a problem. I'm 32.

**Philip:** Look at her desk! __is__ she a manager?

**Matt:** No, she __isn't__ a manager, she's a doctor.

3.

1 - B  2 - C  3 - A  4 - C

4.

Adam Young is my **roommate**. He is my classmate too. He is __twenty-one___ years old. He is very cool. He is __single__.

Adam is from Canada. He __is not__ an English student. He is a Spanish student. Adam's room is nice. It is not __messy__.

His desk __is__ big and his computer is __new__.

5.

She's a Spanish student.
Her last name is Herrera.
She is English.
Her contact information is on her CV.

6.

b. Her cell phone’s new. c. His picture’s nice. d. Its color’s black.

**Unit 3 - Lesson A**

1.
Chinese - Canadian - Japanese - Italian - Korean - Brazilian “We’re from Paraguay.”

2.
1 - B  2 - C  3 - A  4 - B

3.
Teacher: So… Where are you from? I mean you and your classmate.
Laura: We’re from Brazil. We’re ___ Brazilian. And you?
Teacher: I’m from Italy. I’m ___ Italian.
Laura: ___ is Italian your official language?
Teacher: Yes! ___ Spanish your official language?
Pedro: No. Portuguese’s ___ our official language.
Teacher: Right… So, are Lola and Gabriel from Brazil too?
Pedro: No! They ___ from Paraguay.
Laura: Paraguay’s official languages are ___ Spanish and Guarani.
Teacher: That’s ___ very interesting!

4.
1 - C  2 - B  3 - C

5.
He is Canadian.
Sam is a manager. His country’s official languages are English and French.

They are from South Korea.
Sun-Hi and Yang Lee are doctors. Their country’s official language is Korean.

Their country’s official language is English.
David and Audrey are from Australia. They are my classmates. We are Spanish students.
We’re from Italy. The capital of Italy is Rome. Our official _language_ is Italian. The country’s in Europe. Leonardo da Vinci and Michelangelo _are_ Italian artists.

We’re American. The USA _is_ in North America. Its capital is Washington D.C. Our official language is _English_.

Angola _is_ in Africa. The country’s capital is Luanda. We _are_ Angolan. Our official _language_ is Portuguese.

Paraguay is in South America. Its capital is Asunción. Our _official_ languages are Spanish and Guarani.

**Unit 3 - Lesson B**

1. **Countries**
   - Mexico / Ireland
   - Italy / France
   - Canada / South Korea
   - Paraguay / Portugal
   - Brazil / China
   - Japan / Germany

2. **Nationalities**
   - Italian / Portuguese
   - Japanese / Brazilian
   - Chinese / Mexican / French
   - Irish / German / Canadian
   - Paraguayan / Korean

---

**Carrie:** full your What’s name? _What’s your full name_?

**Jacob:** My name’s Jacob Bradshaw.

**Carrie:** your do name How spell last you? _How do you spell your last name_?
3.

1 - B   2 - C   3 - B   4 - A

4.

“Hi, there! **My** name’s Adam. I’m 22 years old. I’m **from** France.”

“At the moment I’m in Dublin, Ireland. **I’m** on an exchange program.”

“This is a **picture** of my friends. **They’re** great people!”

“Eva’s my teacher. **She’s** Irish. Her lessons **are** excellent. She’s 28.”

“Nico and Helder are my roommates. **Our** room is big and... messy. Nico’s 20 and Helder’s 23. They’re from Angola. **Their** country’s official language is Portuguese.”

“Gabriela’s Brazilian. **Her** first language is Portuguese too. Her nickname’s Gabi. She’s 21. We’re **classmates**. We’re English students. **Our** school is very good.”
5.
The teacher is late for class.
Caio and Leila are from Brazil.
The new students are very good.
The Italian students’ pronunciation is great.

6.

7.
b. “Its population is around 8 million people.”
c. “Their teacher is great.”
d. “Our class is at 7:00.” / “Their class is at 7:00.”

Unit 4 - Lesson A

1.
ACROSS: 2. son  6. husband  8. father  9. parents
DOWN: 1. brother  3. daughter  4. wife  5. mother  7. sister

2.
1 - B  2 - A  3 - C  4 - C

3.

Phil: Come in, Karl. This is my office.
Karl: It’s big. Is this your desk?
Phil: Yes, it is.
Karl: Who are these people in the picture?
Phil: This is my son Paul and this is his wife Camilla.
Karl: Are these your glasses?
Phil: Yes, they are. This is my calculator.
Karl: Are these my notebooks?
Phil: No, your notebooks are on your desk.
Karl: OK. Thanks for the tour!
4.

1 - B  2 - C  3 - A

5.

It’s Peru
This country is in South America. Its capital is Lima. Machu Picchu is a famous location.

It’s Portugal
This country is in Europe. Its official language is Portuguese. Alentejo is a good place to visit.

It’s Brazil
This country is in South America. Its official language is Portuguese. Soccer is a popular sport in this country.

6.

**Phil:** Here’s a _picture _of my family.

**Regina:** Great. Who are _these _people?

**Phil:** They _are _my parents!

**Regina:** What are _their _names?

**Phil:** My mother’s _name _is Kelly and my _father’s _Joe.

**Regina:** _Who _are they?

**Phil:** This _is _my sister Alice and _this _is my brother Mike.

**Regina:** _They _are so cute!

**Phil:** Yes, they are. These are _my _grandparents, Rose and Joe.

**Regina:** You have a beautiful family!
1.

2.

**Ben:** Look over there… **those** are my favorite pictures.

**Jenny:** Who is **that** man with the baby?

**Ben:** **That**‘s my father with my baby brother.

**Jenny:** Is **that** your house?

**Ben:** Yes, it is. See this picture… **these** are my half-sisters.

**Jenny:** They’re beautiful.

**Ben:** **That**‘s my mother and my stepfather.

**Jenny:** What about **that** picture? Who are they?

**Ben:** **That**‘s me! And **those** are my friends from school.

**Jenny:** Really!? You look so different in **this** picture.

3.

1 - B  2 - A  3 - B  4 - C
"Hello, my name’s Fiorella. I’m 34 years old. I’m from Peru. I’m married. This is a picture of my family. These are my parents, Juan and Rosita. My father’s a manager in an international bank. My mother’s a receptionist at a hotel in Lima. This is my husband, Alex. He’s 36 years old. He’s a journalist. Sofia and Santiago are my children. My daughter’s 9 years old and my son’s 12. They’re students. We are in El Campo de Marte, a famous park in Lima. We’re very happy."

Beth’s purse is black. The cell phone is not Beth’s. The wallet is black too. The keys are Beth’s.

6.


7.

b. She’s my sister / half-sister. c. He’s a single father. d. They’re my parents.
Unit 5 - Lesson A

1.

```
UPKGZTCUNSG
GBEATNBJBOU
ZCSVBAAXAPI
QHCSZRPWTE
EGTTUUMBZAR
LBARAJOVTM
VDPTWTHWDSA
DPHDSCYYR
SBCoreHBK
OQRORLWE
NOITATSSUBT
JDWDGYGCU
RDLIGJEPSG
```

GAS STATION
SUPERMARKET
SUBWAY STATION
HOTEL
BUS STATION
RESTAURANT

2.

1 - C  2 - A  3 - C  4 - B

3.

**Lucas:** Is there a restaurant in this area?

**Melvin:** Yes, there's a French restaurant on 5th St., near the taxi stand. It's really nice.

**Lucas:** Is there a Brazilian restaurant in this area?

**Melvin:** Oh, no... there isn't.

**Lucas:** OK. Is there an ATM near here?

**Melvin:** There isn't an ATM here, but there's one in the Cambridge Hotel on 110th St. It's near the subway station.

**Lucas:** Cambridge Hotel? That's my hotel! Thanks.

4.

1 - B  2 - C  3 - A
Judy is 22 years old. She's a university student. She uses public transport.

Blaine is 46 years old. He's a bank manager. He's married to Tina. She's a personal trainer.

Felicity is a receptionist. She's a single mother. Tom and Will are her sons. They are babies.

---

**Apartment for rent**

In Manhattan (on Madison Av) - 1 bedroom
Near Grand Central subway station
Many universities in the neighborhood

**Apartment for rent**

In Toronto (on Yonge St. near the financial center)
1 bedroom + garage
Three beautiful parks in the area

**House for rent (Canberra)**

In Barton (on Darling Street near the hotels)
2 bedrooms + garden
Good schools in the area

---

5.

6.

*Joana:* Excuse me. Is there a ______ bus station ______ near here?

*Hayden:* No, ______ there isn't ______ a bus station here.

*There's ______ a train station and a taxi stand.*

*Joana:* Are taxis ______ expensive ______ here?

*Hayden:* Oh, yes. Taxis are expensive.

Trains ______ are ______ cheap.

*Joana:* Great. ______ Is there ______ a train from here to Bondi Beach?

*Hayden:* Yes, there's a ______ train ______ to Bondi Beach.

*Joana:* OK. Oh, is there an internet cafe ______ here ______ ?

*Hayden:* Yes, there's one over there …

on your ______ left ______ .

*Joana:* Thank you very much.

*Hayden:* You're welcome!
Unit 5 - Lesson B

1. bar school nightclub gyms internet café park

“There are good places in my town.”

2. *Richard*: Hey, Rebecca. How are you?
*Rebecca*: Hi, Rich! I'm fine! Tell me about the apartment!
*Richard*: Oh... it’s great! It’s in Sea Point.
*Rebecca*: Sea Point near Cape Town? That’s a good area. There are nice houses there.
*Richard*: Yes! And there are nice apartments too.
*Rebecca*: Are there gyms near the house?
*Richard*: There aren’t gyms, but there are good parks.
*Rebecca*: Are there bars in that area?
*Richard*: No, there aren’t bars, but there are schools.
*Rebecca*: Are there internet cafes in Sea Point?
*Richard*: Yes! There are great internet cafes there.

3. 1 - C  2 - B  3 - A  4 - A

4. “Hello, I’m Bethany. I’m from Pretoria. This city’s in South Africa. My house’s in Arcadia neighborhood, on Park St. There are many hotels in Arcadia. There’s a park and a hospital near my house. There are two train stations. It’s a good neighborhood. On my street there are internet cafes and gyms, but there aren’t good restaurants. There aren’t night clubs or bars. It’s a nice street.”
5.

The hotel is far.
Jeremy turns right on Alameda Santos.
The hotel is on the left.
The address is: 2335 Paulista Ave.

6.


7.

b) This restaurant’s expensive.    c) Our neighborhood’s bad.    d) Mary’s house’s near here.

Unit 6 - Lesson A

1.

Across: 1. surf 3. work 5. study 6. love
Down: 2. read 3. watch 4. relax 5. speak

2.

1 - A 2 - A 3 - B 4 - C

3.

Sean: Vivian, you’re a doctor, right?
Vivian: Yes. I’m a doctor.
Sean: Do you live in Buenos Aires too?
Vivian: No, no. I live in Mendoza.
Sean: Do you like Mendoza?
Vivian: Yes, I love it!
Sean: Do you work every day?
Vivian: Yes, I work from Monday to Friday.
Sean: What about weekends?
Vivian: On Saturday mornings I study German and in the evenings I meet my friends.
Sean: And on Sundays?
Vivian: I relax… I watch TV! I go to the park near my house…
Sean: You have a busy life, Vivian!
4. 
1 - C  |  2 - C  |  3 - A

5. 
Patrick is 31 years old. He is a DJ and a musician. 

“My life's great! During the week I watch TV and surf the internet. On Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays, I work in a nightclub.”

Mel is 23 years old. She is an IT student. 

“I go to university in the morning. In the afternoon I meet my friends at an internet cafe. At night, I design computer programs.”

Justin is 45 years old. He is a surgeon. 

“I have a busy routine. I work every day at the hospital and on weekends I organize my house and read texts about medicine.”

6. 
Sean: Cindy, tell me about your life.
Cindy: Well, I work every day.
Sean: Really? Do you work on Sundays too?
Cindy: Yes! I work on Sundays too.
Sean: Are you a doctor?
Cindy: No, I’m a pilot.
Sean: Wow. That’s awesome. Do you study?
Cindy: Yes, I do. I study Mandarin and Spanish.
Sean: That’s interesting! So you speak three languages...
Cindy: Yeah…I go to many countries, so it’s necessary.
Sean: Do you meet your friends on weekends?
Cindy: No. I never meet with my friends.
Sean: What about your free time?
Cindy: I go to the cinema and I relax at home.
1.

| HOME - HOSPITAL | AT NIGHT - AT 6 | BUSINESS |
| SCHOOL         | IN THE MORNING  | ADMINISTRATION |
| GYM - OFFICE   | IN THE EVENINGS | MEDICINE      |
|                | ON WEEKENDS     | ENGLISH - IT  |

2.

Francis: Tell me something about you.
Lydia: Well, I’m a student...
Francis: Where do you study?
Lydia: I study IT.
Francis: When do you study?
Lydia: I go at Tech College.
Francis: When do you go to College?
Lydia: I work to college in the evenings.
Francis: Do you work?
Lydia: Yes, I work in a hotel.
Francis: What do you do there?
Lydia: I’m a receptionist.
Francis: When do you work?
Lydia: I work from 9 to 5 every day.
Francis: What do you do in your free time?
Lydia: I always go to the park with my dog.
Francis: Where is the park?
Lydia: It’s on Madison Ave.

3.

1 - C  2 - A  3 - C  4 - B
4.

"Hi, I'm Tommy. I'm an architect and a teacher.
I have two jobs so ___my___ days are very busy."

"I wake up at 6 in the morning and I ___have___ breakfast with
my family. I go to the office by ___bus___. I work ___from___ 8 to 12.
Then I return home for lunch."

"In the afternoon I ___check___ my emails and I read.
On Tuesdays and Thursdays I ___go to___ the gym.
On Mondays and Wednesdays I prepare my classes and
correct the ___students'___ homework."

"I ___work___ for Tech College. I'm a teacher in the Department of
Architecture and Interior Design. I go there in the ___evenings___.
My classes are from 7 pm ___to___ 10 pm.
Then, I go home and sleep.
This is my day!"

5.

"I wake up at 3 pm."
"I return in the afternoon."
"I read books in my free time."
"I work every day."

6.

10.C 11.A

7.

b. Where do you work?  c. Do you like / love your job?  d. When do you study?
1.

1. It’s midnight.
2. It’s seven in the evening.
3. It’s nine in the morning.
4. It’s two in the afternoon.
5. It’s ten in the morning.
6. It’s eight at night.
7. It’s seven in the morning.
8. It’s midday.

2.

1 - B   2 - C   3 - A   4 - C

3.

George: Ms. Garcia, do you live here in Cuzco?
Alex: No, I don’t live in Cuzco.
George: Where do you live?
Alex: I live in Arequipa.
George: Do you have experience in IT?
Alex: No, I don’t have experience in this area.
George: Do you study?
Alex: Yes, I study Computer Science.
George: Do you study in the evenings?
Alex: No, I don’t study in the evenings. I study in the mornings.
George: Do you speak French?
Alex: No, I don’t speak French. But, I speak English and Spanish.

4.

1 - C   2 - B   3 - A
5. **Anand Deepak.**

“I like numbers and equations but I do not like technology. I study in the morning. My name’s Anand Deepak.”

**Carmen Barden.**

“I love languages and communication. I study in the afternoon. My name’s Carmen Barden.”

**Alex Roberts.**

“I speak three languages and I love Geography. I study in the evenings. My name’s Alex Roberts.”

6. **Doctor:** What do you do, Ms. Hun?

**Elle:** I’m a volunteer and a student.

**Doctor:** OK. Ms. Hun, do you smoke?

**Elle:** No, I don’t.

**Doctor:** Do you drink?

**Elle:** No, I never drink.

**Doctor:** Do you go to the gym?

**Elle:** Uh... no, I don’t exercise.

**Doctor:** What time do you wake up?

**Elle:** I usually wake up at 10 o’clock.

**Doctor:** What do you go to sleep?

**Elle:** I go to sleep at midnight.

**Doctor:** Ms. Hun, What do you usually eat?

**Elle:** I eat healthy food.

**Doctor:** What time do you have dinner?

**Elle:** I have dinner at 8 pm.

**Doctor:** When do you have breakfast?

**Elle:** Uh... I don’t have breakfast everyday.

**Doctor:** What about lunch?

**Elle:** I usually have a big lunch at midday.

**Doctor:** That’s all for now, Ms. Hun
1.
   a. I do not drink alcohol.
   b. Kelly and Gil smoke cigarettes.
   c. You always eat healthy food.
   d. I have breakfast at 7 am.
   e. You do not exercise at the gym.
   f. I relax on the weekends.

2.

**Harry**: What do you do in your free time?
**Julie**: Uh… I sometimes watch movies, I watch TV series… I always listen to music…
**Harry**: Me too! I love music!
**Julie**: What’s your favorite band?
**Harry**: It’s The Beatles.
**Julie**: I like The Beatles but my favorite band’s The Rolling Stones!
**Harry**: Cool! What about TV series? What’s your favorite?
**Julie**: It’s The Big Bang Theory.
**Harry**: Really? That’s my favorite TV series too!
**Julie**: What a coincidence!
**Harry**: This is awesome.
**Julie**: Let’s go to a bar after class!
**Harry**: Uh… I never drink alcohol.
**Julie**: Let’s go to a cafe then! Do you like coffee?
**Harry**: Sorry… I don’t like coffee. But I love tea.
**Julie**: That’s fine.
**Harry**: Let’s go there after History class!
**Julie**: Yes! Where do I meet you?
**Harry**: Meet me at the auditorium.
**Julie**: OK. See you later.
**Harry**: See you later! Take care!

3.

1 - C  2 - C  3 - A  4 - B
4.

"Hi! My name’s Lea King and I’m 22 years old. I’m a university student. I study journalism. I live in a small apartment near the university. I have a roommate. Her name’s Deborah. I study in the morning from 7 to midday. I go to work after lunch. I’m a trainee at a radio station. I start work at 2 pm and I finish work at 8 pm. I sometimes go to basketball games at night. I don’t exercise but I watch sports games. The teams here are awesome! I love alternative music and old romantic movies but I don’t like pop music and action movies. I’m vegetarian and my favorite type of food is Indian. My friends eat a lot of junk food but I don’t like it. I usually see my friends on the weekends. We sometimes meet at the park and have picnics. On Sundays I relax at home and watch TV series."

5.

“I drink tea.”
“Don’t exercise.”
“I love pizza, hamburger and chocolate.”
“I love healthy food.”

6.


7.

b. When do you drink coffee?
c. What time do you wake up?
d. Do you eat pizza?

Review 1

1.

1 - C 2 - B 3 - C 4 - A

2. “My name’s Erika. I’m a manager. I work for Forthright Bank.”
3.

My name is Vivian Jefferson. I am a receptionist and a student. I study Tourism at West Side College. I live in a house near work. I have three roommates. They are students too. Sometimes our house is messy but we love our independence.

I usually wake up at six in the morning and I have breakfast. I go to the gym and I exercise for fifty minutes. I start work at 8 am and I finish at 4 pm. I usually do not eat at lunch time but I always have a big dinner at 6. In the evening I take the bus and go to university. I love all my classes. The teachers are great and the courses are very interesting. I return home at 10. I watch TV and go to sleep.

On the weekends, I have a lot of fun. On Saturday mornings, I surf the internet, check my messages, and read my emails. After lunch, I listen to music and read magazines. At night, I meet my friends and go to nightclubs. On Sundays, I visit my parents and have lunch with my family. In the afternoon, I go to the shopping mall or to the park. At night, I drink tea and relax at an internet cafe.

4.

Pablo and Jacque are Esther's roommates.
Gabrielle is from Brazil.
Camila is cute.
Esther is a Literature student.

5.

6. 

7.  
"My name’s Chris _and_ I’m 32 years old. I’m from the US. I _live_ in Kansas with my family. I’m married _but_ I don’t have children. I’m a bus driver. I _work_ for Kansas Elementary Schools. I _wake up_ at 6 in the morning from Monday to Friday. I _start_ work at 7 am. I always return _home_ and have lunch with my wife. I _usually_ go to the gym at 2 pm.

In the afternoon, I work from 4 to 6. After work, I relax _at_ home. I _sometimes_ surf the internet or I watch TV series or old movies. I go to sleep _at_ 10 pm. _On_ weekends, I meet with my friends and we play basketball in the _park_. At night, my wife and I _eat_ dinner at a restaurant or we go to a _nightclub_."

9. 
b. What’s his / Tony’s e-mail?
c. Is she your mother / wife / friend / classmate / etc…?
d. Where is the bank / it?
e. When do you work?
f. Is there a park (near) here?
g. What time do you start school?
h. Where are they from?
i. Who’s she?
j. When are the Spanish classes?

13. 
a. 6 + 7 = thirteen   g. 12 ÷ 3 = four  
b. 17 – 2 = fifteen    h. 8 × 9 = seventy-two  
c. 98 + 1 = ninety-nine i. 44 ÷ 4 = eleven  
d. 73 – 5 = sixty-eight j. 12 × 8 = ninety-six 
e. 25 + 31 = fifty-six  k. 36 ÷ 2 = eighteen  
f. 39 – 16 = twenty-three l. 10 × 10 = one hundred / a hundred
1. lawyer  engineer  housewife  photographer  director  producer

“What's your occupation?”

2. 1 - A  2 - A  3 - C  4 - B

3. Robin: Who is that woman over there?  
Ted: She's Jaree. She lives in Thailand.  
Robin: Does she live with her family?  
Ted: Yes, she lives with her grandfather and sister.  
Robin: Does she study?  
Ted: Yes, she studies at a great university.  
Robin: Does she work?  
Ted: Yes. She works in a hotel on weekends.  
Robin: Does she have friends here?  
Ted: Yes, she has two friends... Lisa and Kevin.  
Robin: Does Jaree speak English?  
Ted: Yes. She speaks English and Thai.  
Robin: Does she like movies?  
Ted: Well... I think she does. I know she likes music.  
Robin: Great! Does she like rock?  
Ted: I don't know. Go there and ask her!  
Robin: OK, OK...

4. 1 - B  2 - A  3 - C

5. Akbar is from India. He is in the USA on vacation. He loves American culture. He is an Arts student. He speaks fluent English and Hindi.  
COURSE: NY Language Institute
Elodie is from France but now she lives and studies in the US. She goes to university in the afternoon. She speaks fluent English, French and Spanish.

**COURSE:** New York Studio

Anna is from Canada but now she lives in the US. She is a history teacher and she works every day. She is an Arts student too. She studies at night. She speaks fluent English and French.

**COURSE:** Museum of Culture and History

---

Unit 8 - Lesson B

1. Across: 4. nightclub 5. train*station 6. stadium
   Down: 1. airport 2. street*market 3. museum

2. 

   **Ronnie:** So… tell me about the new girl in our school.
   **Lucas:** Her name’s Carmen… she’s cute.
   **Ronnie:** Is she from Spain?
   **Lucas:** No, she’s from Colombia.
   **Ronnie:** Does she speak Portuguese?
   **Lucas:** No, she doesn’t speak Portuguese!
   **Ronnie:** What languages does she speak?
   **Lucas:** She speaks Spanish and English.
   **Ronnie:** Does she like the school?
   **Lucas:** I guess she does.
   **Ronnie:** What else do you know about her?
   **Lucas:** Well, she doesn’t like the food here.
Ronnie: Yeah... the food from the cafeteria isn’t very good.
Lucas: Let me see....oh... she *loves* cartoons!
Ronnie: *Does* she like rap music?
Lucas: No, she *doesn’t*.
Ronnie: *Does* she like rock?
Lucas: No, she *doesn’t like* American music.
Ronnie: I’m so curious… I *need* to talk to her tomorrow!

3.
1 - A  2 - A  3 - C  4 - B

4.
“This is Ruth. She’s my best *friend*. We’re neighbors. We *live* in a very small town *in* Scotland.

Every *morning*, Ruth wakes up at 9. She cooks a delicious breakfast and calls me. I *go* to her house, and we eat together. After breakfast, she *goes* to the park. She exercises there from Monday *to* Friday.

Ruth works as a *volunteer* for the local school. Every afternoon, she goes to the school and *she* reads stories to the children. She likes her job and the *children* love her too.

In the evening, she goes to *my* house and we have dinner. I *don’t* have a TV so we listen to music and play *with* my dogs.”

5.
Sergio is the best candidate.
Latika does not have experience.
Monica speaks only one language.
They need a candidate that speaks 2 languages.

6.
7.

b. Where does he live?  
c. What does she like?  
d. When does she work?

Unit 9 - Lesson A

1.

1 - A  2 - C  3 - B  4 - A

2.

3.

**Jamie:** Do you always have pasta and beef for dinner?
**Gael:** Yes, we usually eat meat and pasta in Argentina.

**Jamie:** Do you eat vegetables?
**Gael:** Sometimes we eat salad and meat at lunch time.

**Jamie:** What vegetables do you like?
**Gael:** We like tomatoes.

**Jamie:** We prefer potatoes.
**Gael:** What do English people usually have for dinner?
**Jamie:** We eat meat too, but with vegetables.

**Gael:** It's not very different from here.

**Jamie:** Gael... what's this?
**Gael:** This is dulce de leche. It's a sweet cream made of milk.

**Jamie:** Oh... that's interesting!
**Gael:** Try it... eat some dulce de leche with bread.

**Jamie:** Yummy!!! It's delicious.
**Gael:** Yes, It is. Have some more!
4. 
1. C  2. B  3. A

5. 

The typical **ITALIAN DINNER** has tomatoes, pasta and chicken.

The typical **BRITISH BREAKFAST** has tomatoes, bread, eggs, bacon and sausage.

The typical **GERMAN LUNCH** has potatoes, salad and pork.

6. 

**Unit 9 - Lesson B**

1. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vegetables</th>
<th>Fruit</th>
<th>Meat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CARROT</td>
<td>BANANA</td>
<td>CHICKEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POTATO</td>
<td>ORANGE</td>
<td>FISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMATO</td>
<td>APPLE</td>
<td>PORK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LETTUCE</td>
<td>PAPAYA</td>
<td>BEEF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. 

Rodrigo: Gabrielle, do you like exotic food? 
Gabrielle: I like different food. But what’s exotic to you? 
Rodrigo: Insects for example… 
Gabrielle: Do Brazilians eat insects? 
Rodrigo: No, we don’t. What about the French? 
Gabrielle: No, we don’t eat insects. 
Rodrigo: Well… some people in Asia eat insects. 
Gabrielle: Do they eat escargot? 
Rodrigo: No, they don’t. Do you eat it?! 
Gabrielle: Yes, we do. It’s a typical food in France. 
Rodrigo: Oh… for me, this is very weird. 
Gabrielle: Weird? No… it’s delicious. 
Rodrigo: OK. Do you like pork? 
Gabrielle: Yes, I love pork. Why? 
Rodrigo: In Brazil, we eat feijoada. 
Gabrielle: Feijoada… what’s that? 
Rodrigo: Black beans with pork. It’s very good. 
Gabrielle: Is feijoada a type of soup? 
Rodrigo: No, it’s not. We eat it with rice.

3. 

1 - B | 2 - A | 3 - C | 4 - B

4. 

“My name’s Mika and I love exotic foods. Every time I travel, I eat typical food. In Asia and Mexico, many people eat insects. They’re very healthy. They have a lot of protein and nutrients. Peru’s national drink is the Pisco Sour. The ingredients are: Pisco (alcoholic drink), lemon juice, and egg whites. In Australia and in some parts of Africa, people eat crocodile and alligator meat. In Brazil, there are many types of fruit. My favorite is açai. Brazilian people eat it in different ways: ice-cream, cereal bars, and juice. This fruit has a lot of vitamins, and it’s delicious.”

5. 

Korean food is different from American food. 
Koreans eat fruit for breakfast. 
Koreans are vegetarian. 
Soju is a fruit juice.

6. 

7.

b. Do they eat meat?  
c. What do you drink for breakfast?  
d. When do they have dinner?

Unit 10 - Lesson A

1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>March 8th</th>
<th>December 25th</th>
<th>January 1st</th>
<th>March 17th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Happy International Women’s Day</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>April 1st</th>
<th>May 1st</th>
<th>September 7th</th>
<th>February 14th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April Fool’s Day</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.  
1 - A  2 - C  3 - B  4 - A

3.  

Gavin: Happy Saint Patrick’s Day, Juliet!  
Juliet: Thanks! To you too!  
Gavin: Your birthday is this month, right?  
Juliet: No, it isn’t. My birthday’s in May.  
Gavin: Really?!

Juliet: Yes, it’s on the twentieth of May.  
Gavin: OK. It’s in May, not March.  
Juliet: When’s your birthday, Gavin?  
Gavin: My birthday’s on October 31st.  
Juliet: Oh… it falls on Halloween!
Gavin: Yes, it **does**.
Juliet: Do people **give** you sweets for presents?
Gavin: Yes, they **do**. I **receive** a lot of sweets.
Juliet: Do you **like** it?
Gavin: Yes, I **do**. I **love** sweets… especially chocolate bars!

4.

1 - B  2 - C  3 - A

5.

We celebrate **Easter** in March or April. In Brazil, we usually eat a delicious lunch with our family. We **give** and receive chocolate **eggs**. Some people go to church.

**New Year’s**
We celebrate **Eve** on December 31st. In Brazil, people usually wear white. At midnight, we drink champagne and we watch the fireworks.

In Brazil, we celebrate **Carnival** in February or March. We usually wear masks or costumes and go to parties. Some people watch the parades on TV.

6.

1.

JANUARY    JULY
FEBRUARY   AUGUST
MARCH      SEPTEMBER
APRIL      OCTOBER
MAY        NOVEMBER
JUNE       DECEMBER

2.

Tamara: favorite is what holiday your - ______ What’s your favorite holiday?
Consuela: My favorite holiday’s Valentine’s Day.
Tamara: it you when celebrate do - ______ When do you celebrate it?
Consuela: On February 14th.
Tamara: you this do what day usually on do - What do you usually do on this day?
Consuela: Well… we exchange cards, presents and flowers.
Tamara: presents the expensive are - ______ Are the presents expensive?
Consuela: No, they’re not.
Tamara: people give what usually do - ______ What do people usually give?
Consuela: People often give chocolates or teddy bears.
Tamara: Valentine’s Day is OK but I prefer April Fool’s Day.
Consuela: holiday you about like what this do - What do you like about this holiday?
Tamara: I like the surprises.
Consuela: day usually on do you what this do - What do you usually do on this day?
Tamara: I always play tricks on my family and friends.
Consuela: Oh… I never do that.
Tamara: Why not? It’s really funny.

3.

1 - C
2 - A
3 - C
4 - B
4. “Halloween falls **on** October 31st. It's originally an Irish holiday but many countries, like the USA for example, **celebrate** this date. The symbol of Halloween **is** the Jack O' Lantern and the traditional colors **are** orange, black and purple.

Some days before this holiday, many people **decorate** their houses, offices, schools and shops with bats, black cats, cauldrons, pumpkins **and** ghosts.

**In** the evening of Halloween, children **wear** monster costumes and **to** door-to-door to receive candies. **They** say ‘Trick or Treat’, and people give them sweets and chocolate bars. The adults **wear** scary costumes too, but they usually go to **parties**.”

5.

Thanksgiving falls on the first Thursday of November. There are balloons and bands in the parades. People watch football games. The desserts are chocolate pie and ice-cream.

6.


7.

a. When’s Karen’s birthday?  b. What do you do on weekends?  c. When’s Mother’s Day?
  d. When’s his birthday?  e. Where are there parades?  f. Where’s the temple?

---

**Unit 11- Lesson A**

1.

cinema  nightclub  museum  theater  park  market
“Visit these places in São Paulo!”

2.

1 - B  2 - B  3 - C  4 - A

3.

**Steve:** I __want_____ to ____go_____ to
The Tower of London!

**Jackie:** Go_____ by the underground. There’s___ a
tube station there.

**Steve:** How can I get there?

**Jackie:** Take the Black Line to Morden.

**Steve:** OK.

**Jackie:** Transfer_____ to the Green Line to
Upminster at Monument.

**Steve:** Right.

**Jackie:** Get off at Tower Hill. Go_____ out exit B.

**Steve:** That’s_______ easy! Thanks!

**Jackie:** Not at all.

4.

1 - C  2 - A  3 - B

5.

**Mendoza,** is a small city in Argentina. There are a lot of parks and street markets to visit. Do not forget to go to the Zoo. It is far, but it is the best place to visit there.

**Rio de Janeiro,** is a big city in South America. It has beautiful beaches and a lot of beautiful places. Visit the Corcovado and see Cristo Redentor. Go by train, it is cheap.
Tokyo is the capital of Japan. This big city offers a lot of tourist attractions. Go to the Shinjuku district and take a walk in the park. Do not forget to visit Mount Fuji; it is beautiful.

6.


Unit 11 - Lesson B

Lenard: I don’t know. I feel sick.
Maggie: Oh, take a seat.
Lenard: But I need to work.
Maggie: Don’t worry. It’s lunch time. Do you want to drink something?
Lenard: Is there coffee or soda?
Maggie: Yes, but these drinks aren’t good for you.
Lenard: I know, but I love them.
Maggie: Here… have some orange juice. It has vitamin C.
Lenard: I feel very tired.
Maggie: You work a lot. You need to relax.
Lenard: I don’t have time.
Maggie: Find some time. Change your habits.
Lenard: Yeah… I need to find a hobby.
Maggie: And eat healthy food. You want to feel good, right?
Lenard: Of course!
Maggie: So, be healthy!

3.
1 - C  2 - A  3 - C  4 - B

4.
“A lot of people ask me: ‘Are you really 76 years old?’ , ‘What do you do to have this energy?’ , ‘How can I be like you?’ , ‘What’s your secret?’
Well… I have 2 big secrets. My first big secret is: Be healthy! Always eat healthy food. Avoid alcoholic drinks and fast food. Drink a lot of water and fruit juice. Find a sport or physical activity that you like. Sleep eight hours a day.
My second secret is: Enjoy your life! Smile and be happy. Don’t complain about everything. Don’t work a lot. Take a break when it’s possible. Avoid stress. Have a hobby you love. Meet your friends every week. Travel a lot, and visit beautiful places.”

5.
Kelly does not like vegetables.
Kelly drinks a lot of coffee.
Kelly sleeps 8 hours a day.
Dr. Kline plays sports.

6.

7.
a. What do I need to do?
b. What do you want?
c. Where does she have dinner?
d. When does he exercise/ practice sports?
e. Does she like vegetables?
f. Do you wake up at (…) am?
1.

Across: 5. DANCING        6. COOKING

Down: 1. TRAVELING       2. EXERCISING       3. READING        4. SINGING

2.

1 - B   2 - A   3 - C   4 - A

3.

Vivian: do time you free do what your in - What do you do in your free time?
Robert: I enjoy being outdoors.
Vivian: you playing like sports do - Do you like playing sports?
Robert: Yes, I do. I love playing volleyball.
Vivian: I hate playing sports.
Robert: Really? hate you exercising do - Do you hate exercising?
Vivian: No, I enjoy exercising.
Robert: exercise at do gym the you - Do you exercise at the gym?
Vivian: Yes, I love going to the gym.
Robert: classes do have there you dance - Do you have dance classes there?
Vivian: No, I don’t. I have dance classes at the club.
Robert: else do at what do club you the - What else do you do at the club?
Vivian: I have photography classes too.
Robert: enjoy pictures do taking you - Do you enjoy taking pictures?
Vivian: Yes, I love taking pictures. Do you?
Robert: No, I don’t like photography very much.
Vivian: Oh… I see.

4.

1 - C   2 - B   3 - A

5.

“I hate being outdoors. I really like working in my home office. I love art and technology. I don’t like interacting with people. I like using my computer and my tablet to create my projects.”

Erika is a designer
Mya is a painter

“I like travelling and being outdoors. I love studying art and literature. I enjoy working on new projects and creating beautiful images. I hate working in the morning. I don’t like staying at home.”

Adam is a photographer

“I enjoy creating new concepts for my clients. I like talking about art and fashion. I hate working alone. I love taking pictures. I don’t like using technology but I need it for my job.”

6.


Unit 12 - Lesson B

1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Play</th>
<th>Spend time with your</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>board games</td>
<td>friends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sports</td>
<td>coworkers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cards</td>
<td>family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>video games</td>
<td>classmates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Read</th>
<th>Listen to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a text</td>
<td>the conversation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a magazine</td>
<td>music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a newspaper</td>
<td>the dialogue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a message</td>
<td>the teacher</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.

**Tammy**: So, Zach... why do you want to be ___a___ volunteer?

**Zachary**: Because it’s ___a___ good way to help people.

**Tammy**: I see... at the moment you’re ___an___ assistant, right?

**Zachary**: Yes, I’m ___a___ personal assistant. I work in ___an___ office.

**Tammy**: Are you ___a___ student too?

**Zachary**: Yes, I’m ___an___ English student.

**Tammy**: Where do you study?

**Zachary**: I study at ___a___ language school near my house.

**Tammy**: OK. This volunteer job is in ___a___ different country...

**Zachary**: I know... I love traveling.

**Tammy**: So you don’t have ___a___ problem with that.

**Zachary**: No, not at all.

**Tammy**: Do you have ___a___ driver’s license?

**Zachary**: Yes, I do. I have experience working as ___a___ bus driver.

**Tammy**: Good. Are you ___an___ adventurous person?

**Zachary**: Yes, I am. I love camping and extreme sports.

**Tammy**: OK. I think that’s all for now. Thank you.

3.

1 - A  
2 - A  
3 - C  
4 - B

4.

“My name’s Taylor. I’m 26 years old. I’m ___a___ receptionist at a big hotel in Sydney, Australia. I have a girlfriend and we want to get married next year.”

“I study Administration because I want to be the hotel manager. I love having business classes.”

“The hotel receives people from all around the world. I enjoy talking to tourists and I like learning about their culture. My job’s to do the check-in and help the customers.”

“I’m fluent in English and French. I also take Spanish and Mandarin classes because it’s important for my career.”

“I don’t have a lot of free time because I’m very busy. My favorite hobby’s watching programs about tourism and travel. I love learning about different cultures and history. My girlfriend and I enjoy going out with friends and dancing in nightclubs.”
5.
Oscar is new at the school.
Nancy loves traveling.
Oscar wants to be an assistant.
Nancy wants to be a tour guide.

6.

7.
a. What do you like doing on the weekends?
b. What does she enjoy doing?
c. Why do you exercise?
d. Why does he study languages?
e. What do they hate eating?
f. Why do you want to be promoted?

Unit 13 - Lesson A

1.

They are sleeping.  She is driving.  He is playing the piano.

They are having a party.  He is cleaning.  He is using the computer.  They are getting married.
2.

1 - C  2 - B  3 - A  4 - C

3.

Toby: Hello?
Angela: Toby? This is Angela speaking.
Toby: Angie! How are you doing?
Angela: I’m doing fine! How are you?
Toby: I’m good! I’m living in Melbourne now. And you?
Angela: Well, I’m living in Porto Alegre.
Toby: Cool. Are you enjoying your life there?
Angela: Oh, yes! I’m having a great time here.
Toby: Are you studying Portuguese?
Angela: Yes! I’m studying Portuguese and Spanish.
Toby: Great! What about work? Are you working in a school?
Angela: Yes! I’m working in a language school. And you?
Toby: I’m working in a travel agency. It’s awesome.
Angela: Toby, I have to go now.
Toby: Why?
Angela: Because I’m calling you from work!
Toby: Are you working now? It’s 10:30 pm!
Angela: But it’s 9:30 am here.
Toby: OK. Call me later! Bye!

4.

1 - A  2 - C  3 - B

5.

Jonathan is working.
“At the moment I’m drinking some coffee. I’m checking some e-mails and messages. I’m writing a business plan for the new clients.”

Robert is relaxing.
“What am I doing now? I'm enjoying my vacation. I'm drinking some coffee and I'm surfing the internet. I'm also listening to jazz music.”

Melissa is having dinner.
“Right now... I’m at home. I’m talking to my friends about work. I’m drinking some wine and eating a delicious meal. I’m having a great time.”
Unit 13 - Lesson B

1.
It’s a quarter past five in the afternoon in Mumbai.
It’s a quarter past seven in the morning in Bogota.
It’s eight fifteen in the evening in Taipei.
It’s half past six in the morning in Mexico City.
It’s a quarter to three in the afternoon in Moscow.
It’s nine forty-five in the morning in São Paulo.
It’s one thirty in the afternoon in Cape Town.
It’s a quarter to five in the morning in Vancouver.

2.
I am drinking orange juice right now.
I am not drinking orange juice.

At the moment, I am studying Spanish and German.
At the moment, I am not studying Spanish and German.

I am talking to my boss on the cell phone now.
I am not talking to my boss on the cell phone now.

My family is having bacon and eggs for breakfast.
My family is not having bacon and eggs for breakfast.

My teacher is celebrating her/his birthday today.
My teacher is not celebrating her/his birthday today.

My classmates are dancing to reggae music.
My classmates are not dancing to reggae music.

I am playing computer games right now.
I am not playing computer games right now.

My coworkers are traveling to Hong Kong.
My coworkers are not traveling to Hong Kong.
I am taking my dog to the park near the house.
I am not taking my dog to the park near the house.

3.
1 - A  2 - C  3 - B  4 - A

4.
“This month I’m traveling around New Zealand. I’m visiting all the beautiful places here. I’m not staying at a hotel. My friends and I are camping on the beaches. We’re speaking to the locals and practicing our English. We want to be fluent.”

“At the moment I’m working on a new project. I’m reading a lot of books about extreme sports because my clients are athletes. I’m creating a website for them. I’m enjoying the job but sometimes I feel stressed. I need to relax more.”

“This semester I’m not going to the gym because I’m taking business classes at university. I’m enjoying the courses. I’m studying a lot because I want to be promoted. I work during the day, so I’m going to school in the evening.”

5.
Drew misses her home.
Drew is not enjoying her classes.
Sandy is shopping for clothes.
Their parents are working a lot this month.

6.

7.
a. Are you having dinner?  b. What’s he doing?  c. What are they doing right now?
d. What’s she doing?  e. Are you working?  f. Are you exercising?
1.

**JEANS**
**SUIT**
**SHIRT**
**SHORTS**
**SCARF**

**T-SHIRT**
**DRESS**
**JACKET**
**SKIRT**

2.

1 - C
2 - B
3 - A
4 - C

3.

*Amy:* Can I help you?
*Max:* Yes, I need to buy some formal clothes.

*Amy:* Are you looking for something in particular?
*Max:* I want to see shirts and suits.

*Amy:* We have beautiful blue shirts.
*Max:* I don’t like this color. Do you have white shirts?

*Amy:* Yes, we do. Here… Try it on.
*Max:* Thanks.

*Amy:* It looks great.
*Max:* I don’t know… I’m not sure.

*Amy:* Try this beige shirt with the black suit.
*Max:* Oh… I really like it. Do you have a blue suit?

*Amy:* Here it is… Do you want to try on the blue suit too?
*Max:* Are they the same model?

*Amy:* Yes, and they’re the same size too.
*Max:* So I don’t need to try it on. I’m taking the two suits and the beige shirt.

*Amy:* Are you paying by credit card?
*Max:* Yes, I am.

4.

1 - C
2 - B
3 - A
5.

1. B  
2. A  
3. B  
4. C  
5. A  
6. C  
7. B  
8. C  
9. B  
10. C  
11. A  
12. B  
13. A  
14. C  

Unit 14 - Lesson B

1.

GRAY  BLACK
ORANGE WHITE
PINK  RED
BROWN GREEN
PURPLE BLUE
BEIGE  YELLOW

WHAT'S YOUR FAVORITE COLOR?
2.

*Dylan:* Hey, girls!
*Mila:* Wow! You’re wearing a shirt today. Why?
*Dylan:* Because I need to go to a party.
*Keira:* Is it Colin’s birthday party?
*Dylan:* Yes, it is. Do you girls want to go?
*Mila:* Yes, I do.
*Keira:* I want to go too but I have English classes this evening.
*Mila:* That’s too bad.
*Dylan:* Yeah… What are you listening to, Mila?
*Mila:* I’m listening to Samba.
*Dylan:* Samba! What’s that?
*Mila:* It’s a type of Brazilian music. I love it.
*Keira:* I like it too. It’s very fun.
*Dylan:* I have to go, girls…
*Mila:* Where are you going?
*Dylan:* I’m going to the mall because I have to buy Colin’s present.

3.

1 - A  2 - C  3 - B  4 - A

4.

“My name’s Ken. I’m a businessman and I work for a big technology company. I usually wear suits every day. Today I’m wearing a t-shirt and shorts because I’m on vacation. I love my job, but sometimes I get really stressed. I don’t have a lot of free time when I’m working. Now that I’m on vacation, I have time to relax and enjoy my hobbies. I love playing sports. This month, I’m playing volleyball and basketball with my friends. I’m also trying to learn soccer. It’s very difficult, but I like it. I live near the beach, but I usually don’t go there because I have to work all the time. Right now, I don’t have to worry about that, so I’m going to the beach every day. It’s so relaxing. I’m really enjoying my vacation.”

5.

Hunter is working right now.
Zara is not having lunch today.
Zara leaves work at 6 o’clock.
Hunter hates Mexican food.

6.


7.
a. “What time do you watch TV?”
b. “What are you doing now?”
c. “Where do you work?”
d. “Where are you working now?”
e. “Why are you dieting?”
f. “Why are you working late?”

**Unit 15 - Lesson A**

1.
**Across:** 2. tongue 5. teeth 7. elbow 8. mouth
**Down:** 1. nose 3. eye 4. foot 6. hand

2.
1 - C 2 - C 3 - B 4 - A

3.
**Yoga instructor:** Now stretch your right arm and right leg. Touch your foot with your hand. Now put your left arm up and bend your body a little bit... keep this position for a few minutes.
**Tessa:** I can’t touch my foot.
**Yoga instructor:** Does your back hurt?
**Tessa:** No, it doesn’t.
**Yoga instructor:** OK. Just stay the way you are. Good. Now go back to the sitting position. Relax. Stretch your left leg. Bend you right knee. Keep the knee up with your left hand. Put your right hand on the floor.
**Nikita:** I can’t put my hand on the floor.
**Yoga instructor:** Let me see. Stretch your back. That’s it.
**Nikita:** Great... now I can do it!
**Yoga instructor:** Move your head and look to the left. Keep this position for some time... relax.

4.
1 - B 2 - A 3 - C
5.

Tyler is a freelance journalist.

“I can speak two languages: English and French. I love interacting with people. I can write very well and I’m very creative. I don’t like staying at the office for a long time. I prefer to be outdoors.”

Henry is a language teacher.

“I can speak two languages: French and German. I love working with people. I’m very organized and creative. I can motivate people to learn.”

Daisy is a translator and a proofreader.

“I can speak three languages: English, Spanish and German. I prefer to work alone. I enjoy writing different types of texts. I don’t like speaking in public.”

6.


Unit 15 - Lesson B

1. He’s cleaning the house.

They’re working as a team.

He’s making coffee.

She’s setting the table.

He’s speaking in public.

He’s helping a customer.
2.

**Felix:** Hello! You can come in. Please sit down.

**Olivia:** Hi. My name's Olivia. I'm here for the chef position.

**Felix:** Can I have your CV, please?

**Olivia:** Sure. Here it is.

**Felix:** Are you working at the moment?

**Olivia:** No, I'm not.

**Felix:** Can you speak Portuguese fluently?

**Olivia:** Yes. My mother's Brazilian. We speak Portuguese at home.

**Felix:** OK. What type of food can you cook?

**Olivia:** I can cook Brazilian and French food.

**Felix:** Good. Can you make desserts?

**Olivia:** Well... I'm not very good at creating desserts.

**Felix:** That's not a problem. We can serve simple desserts like ice cream.

**Olivia:** I can also take a course during my free time.

**Felix:** That's great. Tell me two things you're good at.

**Olivia:** I love working as a team and I'm very organized.

**Felix:** And something you are not good at...

**Olivia:** I don't know how to create a menu.

**Felix:** OK. When can you start?

3.

```
1 - B  2 - C  3 - A  4 - C
```

4.

"My name's Seth. I'm an artist. I can sing and dance but I can't play musical instruments. I can also paint and make sculptures. I'm very creative, but I'm not very good at organizing things. I know how to juggle and sometimes I work as a magician at children's parties. I love making people happy. My dream is to be in a movie but I'm not very good at acting. So, this year, I'm living in Los Angeles and I'm taking acting classes at a famous school. My teachers are great and I feel really motivated. I want to be a very good actor and become famous."

5.

The new secretary is very good at organizing schedules.
The new secretary cannot make graphics.
The new secretary does not know how to make conference calls.
The new secretary does not speak English fluently.
6.

7.
a. “Can you speak English fluently?”
b. “Do you know how to make coffee?”
c. “Are you good at setting tables?”
d. “Do you know how to cook?”
e. “Are you good at speaking in public?”
f. “When can you start?”

REVIEW 2

1.
1 - C  2 - A  3 - A  4 - C

2.

Thanksgiving
This holiday falls on the fourth Thursday of November. Families have dinner together and watch football games on TV. Turkey is the main dish of the meal.

Valentine’s Day
We celebrate this holiday on February 14th. People give presents, flowers and chocolates to the people they love. They also exchange cards.

Independence Day
Brazilian people celebrate this day on September 7th. It is a national holiday. There are military parades and special events in some cities.
3.

“My name’s Claudia. I’m from Bahia, but I’m living in São Paulo at the moment. I’m taking a university course there. I’m studying very hard so I can finish my course and become a chef. My routine’s crazy. I wake up at 6 and I eat breakfast. I go to university in the morning. I have classes from Monday to Friday. After lunch, I go to the restaurant where I work. I’m a bartender there. I start work at 2 pm and I finish around midnight. My job’s hard but I love it. Every week I learn new things. I know how to make a lot of drinks and cocktails and I can also prepare some appetizers. On the weekends, I usually relax at home. I love watching movies and listening to music. Sometimes I go out with my classmates. This is my family. They are living in Minas Gerais right now. My family always moves a lot because my father works for the Army. He’s a sergeant. My mother’s a lawyer and my brother’s a high school student. I want to visit my family in July during my vacation. I miss them so much. I need to see them soon.”

4.

The flight to London is at 10:45 pm. Carter has to do the check-in 12 hours before departure. Carter’s flight is at 8:45 am. Carter can do the check-in at 4:45 am.

5.


6.

1 - A  2 - A  3 - C  4 - A
7.

**Archie**: Excuse me. I’m doing a research on lifestyles. Can I ask you some questions?
**Maya**: Sure… go ahead.
**Archie**: What’s your full name, please?
**Maya**: Maya Quinn.
**Archie**: OK… and how old are you?
**Maya**: I’m 32.
**Archie**: What do you do, Ms. Quinn?
**Maya**: I’m a lawyer and a student.
**Archie**: What are you studying?
**Maya**: I’m taking photography classes.
**Archie**: Do you like taking pictures?
**Maya**: I love it, but I’m not very good.
**Archie**: What about work? Do you enjoy being a lawyer?
**Maya**: Yes, I like helping people but it can be stressful sometimes. I usually work a lot.
**Archie**: What do you do on the weekends?
**Maya**: In my free time, I enjoy spending time with my boyfriend.
**Archie**: What do you guys usually do?
**Maya**: We go to rock concerts. He loves films, so we also go to the movies a lot.
**Archie**: What does he do?
**Maya**: He’s a personal trainer.
**Archie**: Do you want to get married in the future?
**Maya**: Well, we talk about it… but we’re not in a hurry.
**Archie**: Do you exercise together?
**Maya**: No… I hate going to the gym.
**Archie**: Do you exercise at all?
**Maya**: I meet with my friends every Friday and we play volleyball at the park.
**Archie**: That’s all. Thanks for your time.
**Maya**: Not at all.

10.

a. What do you like/enjoy doing?

b. What does she do in her free time?

c. What does he like doing?

d. How do I get there?

e. Can you play soccer?

f. What’s he wearing?

g. Can you roll your tongue?

h. Do they play poker?

i. What’s she doing?

j. Why do you want to speak English?